San Francisco Unified School District
Food and Food Supplies
Invitation for Bid No. FSB-070116

Questions and Answers re IFB No. FSB-070116

Below are the question(s) that SFUSD has received regarding IFB # FSB-070116 as well as the District’s response(s) to these question(s).

1. Is this an all or nothing bid?

   **District Response:** Yes.

2. Page 6, No. 12, Cash Discounts – Please explain.

   **District Response:** See page 24, No. 66, Bid Evaluation and Award. D. Prompt payment discount for payments made within (30) days after receipt of monthly invoice may be considered in the bid award.

3. Page 9, No. 23, Section B, Consultation Services; Ownership of Results – Please explain.

   **District Response:** The district assumes ownership of any information transacted between the district and the vendor pertaining to the provisions of this contract. The vendor, on the other hand, may retain and use such information to the extent that does not violate Section 35 of the contract – Proprietary and Confidential Information of the District.